
Professional Boundaries: A Guideline for Queensland Teachers 



We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of 
Country throughout Australia and their connections 
to land, sea and community.
We pay our respect to their elders past and present 
and extend that respect to all Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander peoples today.

Acknowledgement of Country



The Teaching Profession
What brings teachers together?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 In 1971 the Board of Teacher Education was established as the first teacher registration authority in Queensland and its purpose was to ensure that teachers were qualified and of good character. It was followed by the Board of Teacher Registration. The Queensland College of Teachers is now responsible for upholding the standards of the teaching profession; maintaining public confidence in the teaching profession and ensuring teachers are professional and competent.Throughout 2021 the Queensland College of Teachers commemorated this 50 year milestone by celebrating across the state.This webinar starts with a short video that was taken on the QCT’s trip to Townsville. The speaker is Meredith Wenta and she was the Executive Principal of Kirwan State High School before her retirement.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00puEkHfaBo 



What defines the teaching profession?
Moral purpose | Vision | Beliefs | Ideals 

Activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take a minute to reflect on the video you have just watched. Think about the teaching profession as a community. What do you think is the moral purpose of the profession? What is the shared vision? What are the values and the beliefs that bring teachers together across Queensland?To use Mrs Wenta’s words, we can see that, like a school, the teaching profession is a community which embodies a culture of caring, learning and leading. It is a community of heart and mind. Mrs Wenta, in recalling the workshop led by Thomas Sergiovanni, said that communities are bound together as a collective by their set of ideas and ideals.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The QCT’s a Code of Ethics for Teachers in Queensland is available on the QCT's website as shown here.It provides a framework for teachers to achieve high ethical standards of behaviour.There are six values:IntegrityDignityResponsibilityRespectJustice andCareAs a member of a profession, teachers are expected to be guided by these values in their behaviours and relationships.  Mrs Wenta also spoke about teaching being more than what is taught. And that ‘how you teach’ is about knowing and connecting with your learners.That sets the scene for this important topic about relationships with students.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The QCT developed the Professional Boundaries: A Guideline for Queensland Teachers to raise awareness of issues and situations which can arise in the sometimes challenging area of managing professional relationships with students.The Guideline examines high risk situations and behaviours including:electronic and digital communications with studentsrelationships with students outside of school, such as coaching or being a family friendsocialising in a small communityrelationships with former students.The Guideline is underpinned by the Code of Ethics.Its purpose is to provide guidance to teachers and pre-service teachers.The Guideline may be also used by members of the public to determine appropriate teacher-student relationships. This might include:parentscarersschool studentsother professionals anddisciplinary bodies.It is available on the QCT website.You can also access video and other resources from that web page.  You will watch some of those videos during this webinar. 



Learning intentions UNDERSTA
ND

DEMONSTRATE EXPLORE

Understand the 
purpose, process and 
requirements for the 
transition from 
provisional registration 
to full registration

Know how to 
demonstrate the 
proficient descriptors of 
the APST through your 
professional practice

Explore available 
resources and support 
materials

Develop a stronger 
understanding of 
strategies for 
dealing with 
potential breaches 
of the professional 
boundary

Enhance 
awareness of 
responsible and 
professional 
behaviour

Explore 
professional 
growth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also in this webinar we are going to look at a couple of scenarios.Your task will be:To identify potential breaches of the professional boundaryTo reflect on possible consequencesTo identify proactive measures to influence a positive outcomeThe teachers and students depicted within the scenarios are not real.  The scenarios are based on  conduct that is common to disciplinary matters and the issues raised can occur in any setting.  As we work through them, think about how the issues might present themselves in your own setting.Hopefully by doing this, we will achieve these Learning intentions



Scenario 1:  Social Media

Can a teacher be ‘friends’ 
with a student on Social Media?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This first scenario looks at the use of social media to engage in a private unauthorised communication with a student.  Teachers can also find themselves in trouble from inappropriate public comments or information on their personal profiles.  But that’s not the focus of this webinar.The first scenario looks at communications over a livestreaming service that is popular with gamers, called Twitch. Followers can type messages to the people who are livestreaming while they are gaming (or whatever else they are livestreaming) and the live-streamer might say something in reply. Everyone who is watching at that time can hear. Often these "streams" are recorded, so people can watch them later.Users who meet on Twitch might communicate with each other, and that might be through a different social media platform such as Discord (which is like a chat room) or another Social Media app such as Snapchat. They might play an online game such as Fortnight which allows voice-to-voice and on-screen chat.



Lewis Jensen is a Year 6 teacher. Jake is one of his students.
Mr Jensen tells the class that he likes gaming and has a Twitch channel.
Jake finds Mr Jensen’s Twitch channel and views a live steam. Jake 
writes a chat message saying ‘Hello Sir, it's Jake from class’. Mr Jensen 
gives Jake a shout out during the live stream.
As Jake now knows Mr Jensen’s gaming username, he sends him a 
direct message inviting him to join in an online game, which Mr Jensen 
does. While playing they engage in generalised voice-to-voice chat.

Social Media

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think about the consequences:for the student, Jake, and his family, for the teacher, Mr Jensen, and for the school and the teaching profession.



What are the negative consequences 
for the student and the student’s family?

Activity

Social Media 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pause now and consider the negative consequences for the student and the student’s family. This is the most important consideration for you today … and everyday. Children are our future and child protection is everyone's business. 



Social Media - Negative consequences 
for the student and the student’s family
• Potential for oversharing of personal information
• Development of a special relationship
• Student attachment to teacher
• Confusion about the teacher’s role
• Behavioural problems
• Perception of favouritism
• Peer resentment/bullying



What are the negative consequences 
for the teacher?

Activity

Social Media 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pause now to think about how the teacher might be affected following this scenario.



Social Media - Negative consequences 
for the teacher
• Exposure of personal information
• Information may be passed on
• Relating to a student as a peer instead of as his teacher
• Increased behaviour problems from Jake and other students
• Damage to his reputation and position of authority
• Breach of employer policy → possible disciplinary action
• Complaint or notification to QCT → possible disciplinary action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Education (Queensland College of Teachers) Act 2005 sets out the grounds for disciplinary action that the QCT can consider when assessing a teacher’s conduct. The ground for disciplinary action that applies to professional boundary breaches is this:“the person behaves in a way, whether connected with the teaching profession or otherwise, that does not satisfy the standard of behaviour generally expected of a teacher”Use of the term “person” and the phrase “whether connected with the teaching profession or otherwise” means that teachers must meet the standards of behaviour expected of them, in both their professional and personal lives. So, when you are online, even in your own time, the community, the profession, your school, your colleagues, parents and students, … expect you to behave "like a teacher".



What are the negative consequences 
for the school and the teaching profession?

Activity

Social Media 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, pause to think about the negative consequences for the school and teaching profession.



Social Media - Negative consequences 
for the school and teaching profession
• Community and media interest in teacher-student relationships
• Damage to the school’s reputation
• Damage to the school morale
• Damage to professional relationships within the school
• Damage to the public’s trust in the teaching profession



Issues 
and concerns

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The speaker in this next video is Rachel Drew, a partner at law firm, Holding Redlich. Their clients include the Queensland Teachers Union and the Queensland Independent Education Union. They advise and represent teachers in a number of employment-related areas, including professional disciplinary matters.In this video Rachel spoke with the QCT about employer policies regarding social media. There is an initial focus on Facebook, which students are probably not using now. Inappropriate teacher-student communications are often through applications like Snapchat, where the messages are removed within a short timeframe.Rules of social media use https://youtu.be/NU_oAQgmw6k 



The risks arise when conversations:

• are conducted in private, without any transparency and
• are not authorised

This is because these conversations:

• can quickly become informal
• move beyond any valid educational purpose and
• lead to the sharing of personal information with no legitimate reason

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachel Drew’s advice emphasises the need to be aware of what is prohibited and what is permitted at your particular school.These risks are present in any online application where you can engage in instant messaging, and include the traditional telephone, email, and SMS conversations.Social media is just that. It is a media for social conversations. Not professional conversations. Looking at the disciplinary matters that the QCT investigates and refers to disciplinary bodies, the more serious matters often start with an innocuous conversation over social media applications or email, such as a simple check-in to see how a troubled student is going. This is often the beginning of a slippery slope that we have seen lead to  the exchange of naked or near naked photos with a student and even sexual relationships with a student or recently graduated student.



How to influence 
a positive outcome

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this next video, Rachel Drew talks about how teachers can protect themselves. Video Protect yourself https://youtu.be/LZ_XiLKNyvc To add to Rachel’s advice, you should:Ensure that your privacy settings will make it difficult for students to contact you online.Make it clear to all students that you cannot communicate outside the approved means. Decline students' online invitations. Deter and block students who continue to try to contact you.Be transparent – report to your principal if a student attempts to contact you – take their adviceAsk the school to support you – for example, reminders to staff and students about policies



Electronic 
communication

• Is it necessary?
• Is it legitimate?
• Does it have educational validity or relevance?
• Is there an alternative and authorised means?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In early 2020, we saw the increased adoption of technologies to assist with learning at home during the pandemic. For example, Teams and Zoom are now common in the learning-at-home context.When using electronic communications ask yourself … read from slideEven when teachers are using authorised technologies, they need to ensure that they are maintaining appropriate professional boundaries and are guided by the Code of Ethics and the Guideline. It may be that the number of communications with a particular student far exceeds those with others, giving the appearance of favouritism.Or it could be that the communication occurs outside of normal business hours, giving the appearance of special treatment.Even if the communication is predominantly focussed on the curriculum, these factors may be considered when assessing the teacher’s conduct against the standard generally expected of the teacher.



Scenario 2: Counselling students

Scenario 2: Counselling Students

What level of support and comfort
can a teacher offer to a student?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This next scenario which focuses on counselling students.



Isabelle Green has been teaching for just over a year now.  Emma is new to the school and spends a lot of 
time alone.  

Miss Green stops and chats to Emma.  Emma tells her that it is hard fitting in.  Miss Green empathises and 
tells Emma that she is still finding it hard to fit in too.

Miss Green then makes a habit of stopping to say hello whenever she passes Emma in the school yard.  After 
a week or two, she starts seeking out Emma, to check up on her.

Emma feels she can trust Miss Green.  She tells her about the problems she is having at home with her 
mother since her parents’ divorce.  Miss Green’s parents divorced when she was in high school too.  She 
feels she can offer support and comfort. 

Emma leaves home before her mother gets up because they always seem to fight in the morning.  She often 
comes to school without lunch.  On these days, Miss Green buys Emma lunch.

Krystal and Emma do not hand in an assignment when it is due. Miss Green speaks to Krystal in front of the 
class but speaks to Emma privately.



List some of the possible issues and concerns

Activity

Counselling students

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pause to think about the possible issues and concerns in this scenario.



Counselling students: Issues and concerns



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pause to think about the negative consequences for the student and the student's family in this scenario.



Negative consequences for the student

• Dependent upon teacher
• Risk of harm
• Focuses on problems at home
• Undermines parental authority
• Reaction of other students 
• Greater difficulty fitting in with peers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Student becomes overly reliant or emotionally dependent upon teacher Students are at risk of harm – they can be hurt and disappointedThe student is encouraged to dwell on, rather than work through, problems at homeUndermines parental authority which can exacerbate a fraught relationshipReaction of other students to perceived/actual favouritism – exclusion and bullyingGreater difficulty fitting in with peers



Negative consequences for the teacher

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the teacher:Attempting to relate to students on their own level undermines the teacher's own status and authorityFavouritism towards one student can make some students may feel excluded or less favouredThis might lead to a lack of respect from studentsStudent behaviour problems in classThe teacher’s behaviour is similar to grooming behaviour – allegations of inappropriate conductComplaint to employer or QCTPossible investigation and disciplinary proceedings



Negative consequences for the school

• School gossip
• Jealousy or disrespect among students can lead to 

behaviour problems across the school
• Damage to professional relationships within the school
• Damage to the school’s reputation
• Damage to the school morale

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Negative consequences for the school:School gossipJealousy or disrespect among students can lead to behaviour problems across the schoolDamage to professional relationships within the schoolDamage to the school’s reputationDamage to the school morale



Community and media 
interest in teacher-student 

relationships

Damage to the public’s 
trust in the teaching 

profession

Negative consequences for the profession

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Negative consequences for the profession:Community and media interest in teacher-student relationshipsDamage to the public’s trust in the teaching profession



How to influence a positive outcome

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page 6 of the Guideline has some questions that teachers can ask themself if they are concerned that they of another teacher they know might be breaching the professional boundary.The teacher in this scenario needs to:recognize that she is, or appears to be, dealing with one student differently to other studentsAcknowledge if she is putting her emotional needs above the student’sReport providing lunchKnow the school’s policies and procedures and follow themRefer the student to the school counsellor, guidance officer or other professionalSeek support and friendships from teaching peers – not studentsAdvise the principal or supervisor of the interactionListen to the advice and continue to engage in discussions with her principal or supervisorIn this last video Rachel Drew advises how to deal with student disclosures. Engaging with students – ensuring students receive proper support https://youtu.be/ouBhW2yew0o 



Conclusion

Be transparent

Follow advice from your 
principal or supervisor

Be accountable for your actions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teachers are trusted adults who children might turn to about their problems and worries. This is often encouraged.Problems, such as assessment worries, or keeping up with workload, or social interactions within the class, often fall within the teacher’s ambit to resolve.For matters outside of the usual matters dealt with by teachers, make sure you are familiar with:the policies and procedures of your school; the resources and support staff/professionals that are available; andthe appropriate channel to refer the student or the concern through.Mrs Wenta spoke about teachers needing to have knowledge and authority, but also empathy, humility and compassion, so that every student is motivated to connect with the content that they are being taught.It is hoped this presentation provides you with confidence to build and maintain strong relationships with your students, based on integrity, dignity, responsibility, respect, justice and care. 
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